SwiftAssess - a dedicated assessment management platform for schools, universities and individual teachers & trainers. With SwiftAssess, you can build and manage your online tests and question banks, deliver different kinds of assessments to your students and report on different skills, performance levels and overall institutional effectiveness policies.

A complete dedicated assessment management platform for

- Teachers and Instructors
- Primary to 12
- Higher Education

www.swiftassess.com
sales@swiftassess.com
Phone : +971 2 6222 345
PO Box 43957 Abu Dhabi, UAE
Teachers and Instructors
Managing Assessments for your students has never been easier

Whether you are a school teacher, college professor, private tutor or a trainer, we help you make the best out of your assessment needs.

Don’t waste time & energy going manually through your test papers and questions
SwiftAssess will take care of managing them for you

Benefits at a glance:
- Simplified Test Authoring
- Seamless Delivery and Collection
- Automated Questions Grading
- Instantly Generated Reports

Digital Assessments Made Easy!
Paperless Grading To The Rescue!
Assessments & Students Performance Analytics

Get creative with your assessment
Work with your favorite platforms

Best for an individual teacher, trainer or instructor

FREE TRIAL
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Primary to 12
A Refined Assessing Experience

SwiftAssess brings a new dimension to the way students and teachers communicate. We take the traditional grading and assessment methodology from a mess of paper stacks to a simple centralized system.

Happy Teachers = Happy School
We make the teaching experience more durable by relieving the teachers of the load resulting from the manual process of preparing tests, marking questions, and reporting results.

Align your assessment with standards
- SwiftAssess supports 21st century skills and STEM/STREAM
- Evaluate knowledge & material comprehension
- Report on Concept & Skill Mastery levels

Grading: Easier Than Ever!
- Manual Grading
- Automated Grading

Advanced Analytics and Insights
- Observe your students’ progress over their academic journey
- Assess Anytime, Anywhere
- A 360° view of your assessments performance
- Involving all stakeholders in the process of assessment
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Higher Education
The cornerstone for your roadmap of academic excellence

**Assessment in Higher-Education Context**
Multiple Use cases – One Platform

- **Accreditation Compliance**
  Achieve accreditation excellence for your programs seamlessly through outcome-based assessments

- **Admission Testing**
  Automate the admission testing process, streamline results and validate competencies and qualifications

- **Staff Professional Development**
  Gauge and engage your current/future faculty & staff by applying continuous performance evaluations

**Outcome Based Methodology**

- Subjects & Topics
- Outcomes & Indicators
  - Assessment Plans
  - Assessments
- Questions

**Assessment Schemes**

- Formal Assessments
- Self-Based Assessments
- Wide-Scale Assessments
- Observational Assessments

**Analytics & Insights**

**Solutions For Digital Assessment Challenges**

- **Smart Paper-Based**

- **Offline / Online**
  Poor network/bandwidth? We got you covered. Take assessments completely offline and remotely, sync when ready

- **3D-Based Assessment**
  Cut costs of maintaining labs and equipment, leveraging existing investments. Test in all specializations

- **Identity & Security**
  Solutions for On-Campus assessments identity verification & high-stakes exams security

www.swiftassess.com
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